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In a Fortnight
Who WIll Command ChIna’s aIrCraFt CarrIers?

By l.C. russell hsiao 

China has reportedly postponed the sea trial of its long-awaited aircraft carrier to an 
unspecified date in august. The Varyag, which was purchased from Ukraine and is under 

refurbishment at dalian port, was widely believed to set sail on July 1 for a trial run. ostensibly 
to demonstrate the Party’s indispensible role in bringing about the “new China,” the date of the 
sea trial for China’s maiden carrier was apparently planned to coincide with the 90th birthday of 
the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). Yet, due to mechanical difficulties or, in part, Beijing’s 
concerns about regional anxieties over growing tensions in the south China sea, the sea trial was 
reportedly delayed (Focus taiwan news, June 30). 

The rollout of China’s maiden carrier has been widely touted as a symbolic demonstration of 
the nation’s growing strength and maritime aspirations. to be sure, a single carrier has limited 
capabilities and, for that matter, limited utility in near-term tactical missions, and its development 
required a significant investment of economic as well as political resources. Conventional wisdom 
on China’s carrier plan suggests that the Chinese leadership did not put enough planning in 
personnel development, and therefore will face a lot of difficulties in operating a carrier group. 
a review of the training programs developed to cultivate the commanders for its aircraft carriers 
present an ambitious, meticulous and long-term strategy, however.

on march 31, 1987, admiral liu huaqing, the People’s liberation army (Pla) navy commander 
(1982-1988), submitted an internal memo to the Pla staff headquarters and national defense 
technology and Industry Committee on developing the core strengths of the Plan, which 
included developing aircraft carriers and nuclear submarines (China review news, may 22, 
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2009). according to a Jiefang jun Bao (Pla daily) article in 2008, 
the Central military Commission in may 1987 initiated the first 
and only “Pilot Warship Captain Class” (feixingyuan jianchang 
ban) at the Guangzhou Warship academy. The program selected 
the military’s most talented pilots to undergo surface warship 
vessels leadership training. In other words, the Chinese military has 
been training navy pilots as aircraft carrier ship captains since 1987 
(sina.com.cn, June 26). ten naval aviation pilots were apparently 
selected to attend the pilot training program. nine pilots went 
through three and half to four years of training in naval aviation 
command, and were stationed in different command units to serve 
as deputy captains and then became captains of their aviation wings 
(sina.com.cn, June 26).

The aircraft carrier program was delayed and these pilots were 
retrained and reassigned for destroyer commands. most of these 
destroyer commanders are qualified naval pilots. This training 
background establishes a link between the Chinese aircraft carrier 
and destroyer—many captains and their deputies of Chinese 
destroyers were former naval pilots and are thus ideal candidates to 
serve as captains of China’s aircraft carriers (sina.com.cn, June 26). 
They have already gone through intensive training, and served on 
board naval vessels after graduating. now most of them have close 
to 20 years of joint training experience, and serve essentially as the 
backbone of China’s surface warship fleet. For example, Bai Yaoping 
is widely speculated to become the Chinese carrier commander. as 
a member of the class of ‘87 at the Guangzhou Warship academy, 
most of the students who attended this class are close to their 50s, 
and to varying degrees have set the navy’s standard as potential 
commanders. They are at a prime age and experience; most of them 
hold military ranks that are above colonel or senior colonel (sina.
com.cn, June 26). 
 
The time and preparation that the Chinese leadership invested 
in cultivating these personnel may be one indication of a robust 
carrier plan. The time required to train and develop experience 
and skills is arguably longer than the development of some military 
technologies. While there are many variables involved in ensuring 
the operational success and effectiveness of an aircraft carrier not 
the least a carrier group, it appears that the command aspect of 
these vessels may not be a major issue. to be sure, there remains a 
long period of training, development and joint exercises before the 
carrier becomes fully operational. Yet, the prestige and importance 
that the Chinese leadership attaches to the carrier program should 
not be understated. Given the political capital that the Chinese 
leadership has clearly invested in the program, its funding and 
development would not easily be shelved again. Furthermore, there 
are indications that China may already be cultivating the subsequent 
batch of captains and pilots for its next fleet of carriers (see “Pla 
navy expands recruitment drive to enhance operational 
Capability,” China Brief, may 20). Indeed, the pending sea trial 
for the Varyag will mark an important milestone as the first step in 
China’s effort toward becoming a global naval power. 

L.C. Russell Hsiao is Editor of China Brief at The Jamestown 
Foundation.

***

mixing marxism and Capitalism: CCP 
Celebrates its 90th Birthday 
By Willy lam   

as the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) marks its 90th 
birthday on July 1, on the surface the Party has reasons aplenty 

for indulging in some self-glorification. having been in power 
continuously for 62 years, the CCP holds the world record for 
the longest term of uninterrupted political rule. With 80 million 
members, the Party is also the world’s largest, richest and most 
powerful political organization. as the state propaganda machinery 
has gone into overdrive with accolades trumpeting the party’s larger-
than-life achievements, however, even senior cadres have admitted 
to defects in the party’s track record. For example, executive Vice-
Premier li Keqiang conceded last week that “problems relating to 
unbalanced, uncoordinated and unsustainable [socio-economic] 
development are still outstanding.” “In particular, contradictions 
due to weak links in social development sorely need to be defused,” 
added li, who is set to succeed Wen Jiabao as prime minister at 
the 18th CCP Congress in late 2012 (China news service, June 
25; People’s Daily, June 26). even more problematic is the scourge 
of corruption, which is worsening even as the CCP tries to stay 
relevant through learning from different models and co-opting 
elements with disparate socio-economic backgrounds. Yet, given 
that these efforts have fallen short of real political reform, which 
involves sharing power and resources with the people, it is unlikely 
they will result in a makeover that will boost either the CCP’s 
popularity or its longevity. 

The majority of mainstream-media coverage of the July 1-related 
festivities, has revolved around this hackneyed leitmotif: “Without 
the CCP, there won’t be a new China.” For example: leng rong, 
director of the archives research office of the CCP Central 
Committee, rhapsodized over the fact that the CCP has sailed from 
triumph to triumph over nine decades because “it has unceasingly 
pushed forward the sinicization of marxism, and it has incessantly 
worked on its self-construction and strengthened its foundations” 
(Xinhua news agency, June 9; sina.com, June 9). 

amongst less euphoric analyses of the CCP’s longevity, the 
assessment of CCP Central Party school expert Xie Chuntao 
merits closer examination. Xie, a professor of Party history, has 
attributed the party’s staying power to four strong points. They are: 
an ability to draw lessons from past mistakes; a knack for learning 
from different models, including market mechanisms as well as 
social-welfare and civil-service systems from the West; a capacity 
for absorbing “advanced members” of society into the party and 
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maintaining cohesiveness among various socio-economic sectors; 
and strong organizational skills so as to ensure the CCP’s “absolute 
leadership” authority. liu Zhongmin, a middle east expert at 
the shanghai Foreign languages University, cited similar reasons 
to explain why China would not succumb to the series of color 
revolutions that have swept the middle east and north africa since 
early 2011. “The CCP has unflaggingly kept up with the times by 
bolstering its ruling-party legitimacy,” he wrote early this month. “It 
has consolidated and expanded the foundations of its rule” (China 
news service, June 23; Global Times, June 23). 

two factors, then, seem critical to the CCP’s “long reign and 
perennial stability”: its capacity to learn and adapt to new realities; 
and its ability to expand its power base by absorbing well-qualified 
new blood. It is significant that for the past few years, the leadership 
has played up the CCP as a xuexixing zhengdang or “a learning-
oriented political party.” While confirming the CCP’s status as a 
xuexixing zhengdang at its plenary session in september 2009, the 
ruling Central Committee urged cadres and members to “learn 
from our history; learn from the masses and the new experience 
that they have created; and learn from the beneficial fruits of human 
civilization that has been created by various countries in the world” 
(CCP news net, June 16; sina.com, may 3). 

The on-going campaign to re-evaluate the era of Chairman mao 
Zedong—as well as maoist ideals and institutions—is a good gauge 
of the CCP’s ability to learn from its past. liberal intellectuals 
such as economist mao Yushi have argued that mao “should be put 
on trial” for atrocious blunders that directly led to the deaths of 
tens of millions of Chinese (nPr.org, June 23; ming Pao [hong 
Kong], June 16). The official media has since last year also run 
articles confirming that mao made serious miscalculations when 
he launched political campaigns such as the Great leap Forward 
in the mid-1950s (People’s Daily, november 4, 2010; Global Times, 
november 4, 2010). By and large, however, the changhong—“sing 
the praises of redness”—crusade, first initiated by Politburo member 
and Chongqing Party secretary Bo Xilai in 2008, has consisted of 
a no-holds-barred glorification of the Great helmsman’s God-like 
exploits. also resuscitated nationwide have been maoist values 
such as unquestioned loyalty to the party–and nationalism. The 
leadership under President hu Jintao has revived maoism, as well, 
so as to stir up patriotic sentiments, which are seen as critical to 
boosting national cohesiveness (Apple Daily [hong Kong], June 23; 
Financial Times, may 24).

as for learning from the West, the CCP has paradoxically cleft to 
the formula first coined by half-hearted modernizers in the last 
decades of the Qing dynasty (1644-1911): “Chinese learning for 
the essence, Western learning for the applications.” This axiom 
means that Beijing is only interested in “practical things” in the 
Western tradition that range from weapons manufacturing to 
financial engineering. Yet, for mao and his disciples, just as much as 
for Qing dynasty ministers, Western ideas about culture, freedom 
and democracy have remained taboo (apple daily, may 24, China-

review.com, June 9). among the top leadership, Premier Wen 
Jiabao has remained a minority of one in advocating that China 
should be receptive to “universal values” such as “democracy, a [fair] 
legal system, freedom, human rights [and] egalitarianism” (see 
“Premier Wen’s ‘southern tour’: Ideological rifts in the CCP?” 
China Brief, september 10, 2010). 

While visiting hungary last week, Wen again underscored the 
imperative of China remaining “open and tolerant” in the course of 
interacting with other countries (China news service, June 25; Ming 
Pao, June 26). The great majority of Politburo members and senior 
cadres, however, seem to second the conservative views of President 
hu and national People’s Congress Chairman Wu Bangguo. hu 
and Wu have reiterated that the party should “never go down the 
deviant path” of adopting Western ideas and institutions such as the 
“tripartite division of powers” or universal-suffrage elections (BBC 
news, march 10; asia times, september 30, 2010). 

Perhaps more critical to the CCP’s obsession with staying 
“evergreen” forever is the leadership’s willingness to revise and 
modernize marxist ideology so as to widen the party’s talent base. In 
a speech marking the CCP’s 80th birthday in 2001, then President 
and party General secretary Jiang Zemin announced that the party 
was rolling out the red carpet for well-trained talents including 
private entrepreneurs and “returnees,” a reference to Chinese who 
had earned advanced degrees from Western universities. Jiang’s 
rationale was that these well-educated and business-savvy personnel 
would enable the party to better represent “the most advanced 
productivity” and the “most advanced culture.” Convinced that 
recruiting capitalists into the party ran against the edicts of Karl 
marx, however, tens of thousands of conservative CCP members 
opposed Jiang’s major systemic innovation (Xinhua news agency, 
July 1, 2001; The Telegraph [london], July 2, 2001; China news 
service, June 23). 

latest statistics released by the CCP organization department 
indicate that 18.41 million—or 22.94 percent—of the party’s 
80.27 million members are “enterprise managers and professionals,” 
including the bosses and executives of private as well as state-
controlled firms. a dozen-odd representatives of this business 
elite have also been inducted into the CCP Central Committee as 
full or alternate members (Ming Pao, June 25; Global Times, June 
25). These “red entrepreneurs” are unanimous in belief that their 
business expertise has helped the party meet the new challenges of 
the international marketplace. For example, Zhao min, the Ceo 
of the Beijing-based adfaith management Consulting, noted 
that the profusion of party members with business backgrounds 
had “enabled the CCP to resolve many theoretical and practical 
problems of operating in the climate of the market economy.” li 
shufu, Chairman of the private Geely motors, which garnered 
global attention last year by taking over sweden’s Volvo, added 
that the political loyalty of the “red bosses” should never be in 
doubt. “enterprises always listen to the words of the party,” li 
said earlier this year. “Whatever the party tells us, we shall try our 
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utmost to do” (Global Times, June 23; 21st Century economic 
herald [Guangzhou], march 8). It is significant that 75 non-
state enterprises in shanghai recently set up a private party school 
to couch businessmen-party members how they can best make 
contributions to the party while expanding their business empires 
(People’s Daily, June 21; China national radio, June 20). 

It is significant that Vice-President Xi Jinping, who is due to take 
over the party’s helm at the 18th CCP Congress, has been an ardent 
advocate of private businessmen playing a bigger role in the party. 
While serving as governor and then party secretary of Zhejiang 
Province–which is well-known as a bastion of private enterprise in 
the country–from 2002 to 2007, Xi offered much-needed support 
to thousands of promising small- to medium-scale non-state 
enterprises. Xi has reportedly invited senior entrepreneurs such as 
Geely’s li to join party- and government think tanks (Ming Pao, 
June 24; New York Times, January 23, Financial Times, march 26, 
2010). 

While giving business-oriented party members a bigger voice may 
help the CCP stay relevant in the new century, what critics call the 
“unholy alliance” between the party elite and big business groups 
could alienate the CCP from the great majority of Chinese (see 
“China’s new aristocracy: red Cadres and red-hat Businessmen,” 
China Brief, June 24, 2010). While the CCP has always been known 
as the “vanguard of the working class,” the number of workers who 
are CCP members has declined to a mere 7 million (Ifeng.com 
[Beijing], June 24; news.21cn.com [Beijing], June 24). 

much more disturbing is the fact that mixing marxism with 
capitalism has spawned massive corruption among party cadres. 
The Central Commission on disciplinary Inspection, the CCP’s 
top anti-corruption watchdog, announced earlier this month that 
some 146,500 party members had been disciplined last year mainly 
for graft-related offenses. Professor Qiao Xinsheng, an expert on 
clean governance at the Zhongnan University of economics and 
law, has fingered the dangerous new trend of the “systemization 
and collectivization” of corruption. The government adviser noted 
that certain groups and individuals had been able to convert “state 
benefits or public benefits into [their] personal benefits.” after all, 
leaders from ex-president Jiang and President hu have warned that 
the single biggest threat to the CCP’s integrity—and longevity—is 
endemic corruption among cadres (Beijing Morning Post, June 23; 
Global Times, June 25). It is a testimony to the party leadership’s 
refusal to consider new ways of doing things, however, that Beijing 
has closed down several private anti-graft websites that have proven 
popular with whistle blowers (BBC, June 22; Cnn news, June 27). 

In a mid-June commentary on why “China can always crush 
through obstacles [while negotiating] turning points,” the mass-
circulation Global Times claimed that the party-and-state apparatus 
“has accumulated substantial ability to defuse [socio-political] 
crises.” The CCP mouthpiece noted that the party-state apparatus’ 
“resources devoted to countering crises are ceaselessly increasing.” 

“Provided that China does not make strategic errors, this country’s 
ability to withstand crises is so formidable that it is beyond the 
estimation of the world,” it added. “and the [successful] process 
of rendering Chinese decision-making democratic and scientific 
has greatly limited the possibility of China making strategic errors” 
(Global Times, June 16; Xinhuanet.com, June 16). The trouble is, 
however, that cronyism and corruption, which has mushroomed in 
tandem with the collusion of politics and business, has become a 
prime cause of discontent among the masses. disgruntled citizens 
who take part in the estimated 180,000 cases of protests, riots 
and disturbances that hit China every year, do not seem to share 
the birthday mood that has been concocted by state propaganda. 
after all, the underclasses have hardly been taken into consideration 
as cadres do their level best to burnish the party’s credentials and 
prolong its proverbial mandate of heaven. moreover, the CCP 
leadership’s decision to turn its back on “Western-style” political 
reform may have crippled its capacity for picking up new skills for 
tackling political crises that are on the horizon. 

Willy Wo-Lap Lam, Ph.D., is a Senior Fellow at The Jamestown 
Foundation. He has worked in senior editorial positions in international 
media including Asiaweek newsmagazine, South China Morning 
Post, and the Asia-Pacific Headquarters of CNN. He is the author of 
five books on China, including the recently published “Chinese Politics 
in the hu Jintao era: new leaders, new Challenges.” Lam is an 
Adjunct Professor of China studies at Akita International University, 
Japan, and at the Chinese University of Hong Kong.

***

taiwan espionage Cases highlight 
Changes in Chinese Intelligence 
operations
By Peter mattis 

on June 13th, taiwanese authorities detained businessman lai 
Kun-chieh on charges that he spied for Beijing, attempting 

to steal military secrets for a still unidentified Chinese intelligence 
agency (Lianhe Xinwen, June 14). The case follows the standard 
plotline of most Chinese intelligence operations against taiwan 
that has emerged since 1949. That is, Chinese intelligence recruiting 
taiwanese businessmen or retired officials living in China to “run 
against” the taiwanese government and military.

The allegations against lai should draw attention back to the 
anomalous case of General lo hsien-chi, who was detained at the 
end of January. lo’s case drew widespread attention because lo was 
the highest ranking taiwanese official since a vice defense minister 
in the 1960s to face espionage charges (BBC, may 20). more 
importantly, however, the case should have drawn more attention 
for its departure from China’s normal operations against taiwan 
(and arguably any other country). Beijing handled this case entirely 
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outside of China, demonstrating greater willingness to accept 
operational risks and suggesting the normal pattern of Chinese 
intelligence operations may be changing.

details of the lai allegations

according to taiwanese authorities, lai was working for lenovo in 
Beijing when Chinese intelligence approached him last year through 
an intelligence officer under cover with the Beijing municipal 
government. Through lai’s work, he came in contact with “li 
Xu,” who ostensibly worked as the deputy director of the Beijing 
office of taiwan affairs. lai claimed li told him that if he failed to 
cooperate in collecting intelligence Beijing would not allow him to 
remain in China, but it is unclear whether any coercion was applied 
(Epoch Times, June 14; Lianhe Xinwen, June 14).

Chinese intelligence tasked lai to acquire taiwanese military 
secrets, even though he lacked any known military connections and 
was not a retired military serviceman. specifically, li tasked lai for 
information on U.s.-supplied Patriot missiles and the annual Han 
Kuang exercises (Lianhe Xinwen, June 14).

one of the taiwanese military officers approached by lai alerted 
investigators to lai’s efforts to gain access to military secrets, 
prompting an immediate investigation. This element adds credence 
to the denials of taiwanese defense officials that an additional 
investigation has started to identify potential accomplices from 
whom lai gained access to information on the Patriot missile and 
Han Kuang exercises (The associated Press, June 13).

Given lai’s telecommunications background with motorola, 
an interesting omission in the Chinese intelligence tasks—at 
least according to the information currently available—was 
the taiwanese military’s architecture for command, control, 
communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance (C4Isr). taiwan’s C4Isr program, Po Sheng, 
developed with the support of the United states, has been the 
target of Chinese intelligence, including in the cases of General 
lo and Us defense security Cooperation agency official Gregg 
Bergersen (China Times [taiwan], February 9) [1]. how and why 
intelligence services determine what their agents should collect is 
difficult to understand, and so is the reported absence of Po Sheng 
from lai’s tasking. The absence of Po Sheng could indicate China 
already has collected sufficient information about the program and 
the technology to meet their needs, contravening the superficial 
damage suggested by taiwanese and Us authorities commenting on 
these past cases.

structural dynamics of the China-taiwan 
Intelligence Contest

The Chinese intelligence services have attempted to collect 
intelligence from taiwan since the end of the Chinese Civil War 
in 1949. Until 2008, the basic structure of the intelligence contest 

remained the same with only a few variations at the beginning 
of the reform era in 1979. Prior to China’s opening, both sides’ 
intelligence services rarely could directly access each other’s territory, 
forcing much of the intelligence contest onto more neutral ground. 
Known as the “Vienna of the east,” hong Kong was a hotbed of 
intelligence activities against China, because few Chinese citizens 
could travel further afield than the British colony and foreigners 
rarely could enter China. taiwan did not welcome Chinese citizens 
except as defectors [2]. hong Kong thus became the focal point for 
the China-taiwan intelligence contest with intelligence services 
from both sides recruiting non-government individuals to act as 
principal agents inside China and taiwan.

China’s opening in 1979 marked the first change to this competition, 
allowing more foreign access. taiwanese intelligence exploited 
this opening to start recruiting and running human agents with 
intelligence officers based inside China. The new dynamics would 
become a significant driver for the creation of the ministry of state 
security to unify Chinese counterespionage in 1983 (Xinhua news 
agency, June 20, 1983). 

With more taiwanese citizens living and working in China, hong 
Kong became less significant to both sides. taiwanese intelligence 
officers could find and exploit sources in China; Chinese intelligence 
could more easily draw from a larger pool of taiwanese without 
risk of monitoring by the special Branch of the royal hong Kong 
Police Force. Yet, Chinese intelligence still had to rely on a principal 
agent with indirect or secondhand access to taiwanese government 
and military secrets.

as a consequence of this constraint, Chinese intelligence operations 
against taiwan developed a basic operational pattern. Chinese 
intelligence would monitor and approach a taiwanese businessman, 
first in hong Kong and later in China, who regularly traveled back 
to taiwan. although the record in hong Kong is less clear, Chinese 
intelligence within China would threaten, implicitly or explicitly, 
the taiwanese businessman’s livelihood and offer spying as a way 
out (BBC news, august 16, 2010). Chinese incentives ranged from 
cash payments to observable benefits, like reduced business fees and 
customs charges. The recruited businessman, if cooperative, would 
then attempt to recruit or elicit intelligence from contacts or friends 
in the taiwanese government or military, usually with financial 
support from the Chinese intelligence services. This explains why 
the taiwanese ministry of Justice’s Investigation Bureau arrests two 
or more individuals in almost every Chinese espionage case.

This pattern of Chinese espionage suggests that the intelligence 
services rely heavily on their powers of investigation to identify 
potential agents. The state security law, for example, mandates 
citizens to cooperate with Chinese security officials, giving them 
ready access to hotels and residences. The intelligence services also 
can exploit a person-of-interest’s computer, cell phone, and any 
other personal electronic devices, harvesting that person’s contacts 
and correspondence for background information (state security 
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The table below summarizes several recent taiwanese espionage 
cases and how Chinese intelligence approached the operation, 
illustrating the pattern described above.

select Chinese espionage Cases against taiwan (2004-11)

name Case officer and 
recruitment location Incentives Used agent’s access to 

Information
type of Intelligence 
Collected

Chen Chih-kau Inside China Cash & Coercion retired Counterintelligence (CI)
“ho Ping” Inside China Cash second-hand military
tseng Chao-wen Inside China Cash retired CI & military
huang Cheng-an Inside China Cash natural / direct military science
hsu his-cheh Inside China Cash retired military science
lo hsien-che Third Country Cash & Coercion natural / direct military
Chen Pin-jen Inside China Cash second-hand Political
ho Chi-chiang Inside China Cash & Coercion second-hand CI & military
liao hsien-ping Inside China Cash retired stability & Politics
sources: China Post, Taiwanese Central News Agency, China Times [taiwan], South China Morning Post, BBC, and Taipei 
Times.

law of the People’s republic of China, available on china.org.cn).

the exceptional Case of General lo

The Chinese recruitment and handling of General lo hsien-chi, 
director of army telecommunications and electronic information, 
represented a departure from the pattern outlined above. While 
Chinese recruitment incentives were typical—cash and coercion—
the investment, setup and execution of the operation looked like a 
traditional Western or russian recruitment case. 

The basic methods of the Chinese recruitment were similar to the 
typical mix of both coercion and incentive used to recruit taiwanese 
spies. to engineer the recruitment, the Chinese intelligence officer 
set up a sexual encounter to generate blackmail material. once 
coercion was possible, the officer then reportedly approached 
lo, highlighting lo’s potential problem and offering him up to 
hundreds of thousands of dollars to spy (Taipei Times, February 10).

In contrast to the pattern, a Chinese intelligence officer posted 
overseas recruited lo, while he was stationed in Bangkok, Thailand 
as a military attaché between 2002 and 2005. additionally, 
the blackmail attempt suggests China also established a larger 
operational infrastructure in Thailand than the presence of a 
commercially-covered intelligence officer might indicate. The 
legitimate australian papers possessed by the Chinese intelligence 
officer indicate China is willing to devote substantial time and 
resources to developing the cover of its intelligence officers. 
acquiring the papers also makes it easier for the officer to move 
around, opening operational opportunities in countries like the 
United states, singapore, United Kingdom, Japan and others that 

allow australian citizens to enter freely for short time periods 
(China Times [taiwan], February 9; Taipei Times, February 10). 

more interestingly, the lo case is one of three publicly-known 
Chinese operations to unfold entirely outside of China—all of 
which have come to light in the last three years [3]. The other 
two involved Chinese intelligence officers covered as diplomats 
or journalists posted in Germany and sweden, pursuing dissident 
targets (The Local [sweden], december 15, 2009; Epoch Times, June 
13). 

Conclusions

The traditional U.s. interpretation of cases like lai Kun-chieh’s is 
to see Chinese intelligence as amateurish and undirected [4]. Yet, 
as the table above showed, Chinese intelligence has successfully 
made use of such amateur agents to collect valuable intelligence. 
U.s. observers have confused them for poorly-trained case officers, 
fumbling to collect intelligence. This is largely because lai and 
others like him perform a role usually reserved for professional 
intelligence officers. apart from this obvious limitation, this kind 
of relationship allows Chinese intelligence officers to remain in the 
background and shields the intelligence relationship behind the 
agent’s normal travel to China. 

The exceptional case of General lo and the other two overseas cases 
in Germany and sweden add weight to the suggestion that Chinese 
intelligence may be evolving to pursue foreign targets outside 
China. By posting officers abroad, the Chinese intelligence services 
potentially gain access to information that would be unavailable 
otherwise. The normal pattern of Chinese operations, at least 
against taiwan, limits Chinese sources to those who already have 
a connection to China. Yet, such sources also are unlikely going to 
be able to comment authoritatively on issues not directly related to 
China, e.g. U.s. policy in the middle east or taiwanese policy in 
latin america. These cases serve as another potential data point 
along with Geng huichang’s appointment as mss Chief in 2007, 
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which suggest that the intelligence services are becoming more 
involved in Chinese foreign affairs. (For a more thorough analysis, 
see “assessing the Foreign Policy Influence of the ministry of state 
security,” China Brief, Vol. 11, no. 1, January 14, 2011)

In the final analysis, the lai case indicates that counterintelligence 
services will need to respect China’s continuing efforts to exploit 
foreign nationals living or doing business there for intelligence 
purposes. The spate of Chinese espionage cases in the United states 
also followed similar lines to the pattern of operations against 
taiwan, including the most recent case of Glenn duffie shriver 
(“espionage Case highlights traditional Chinese espionage,” 
China Brief, Vol. 10, no. 22, november 5, 2010). Whatever 
changes may be underway in the intelligence services’ role in 
foreign affairs, monitoring foreigners inside China will continue to 
create opportunities for Chinese intelligence. most mss personnel 
work in provincial and municipal-level bureaus to support local 
counterintelligence and investigations [5]. any change would 
require dramatic reform, indicating that domestically-based 
operations will continue to play an important role in the overall mix 
of Chinese intelligence operations for years to come, even if cases 
like General lo’s become more common.

Peter Mattis is an MA Candidate in Security Studies at Georgetown 
University and is writing his thesis on Chinese intelligence. He has five 
years of experience in research and analysis on China-related issues.

notes:

[1] United States v. Tai Shen Kuo, Gregg William Bergersen, and Yu 
Xin Kang, affidavit before the Us district Court for the eastern 
district of Virginia (2008).
[2] steve tsang, “Zhou enlai: The ‘Kashmir Princess’ Incident of 
1955,” The China Quarterly 139 (sept. 1994), 782; James lilley with 
Jeffrey lilley, China Hands: Nine Decades of Adventure, Espionage, 
and Diplomacy in Asia (new York: Public affairs, 2004), 84–85, 
136–137.
[3] sharp observers could point to the efforts of Chinese defense 
attaché hou desheng to acquire U.s. cryptological secrets in 
1987 as a fourth case; however, the nature of the case suggests 
opportunism rather than a deliberate effort to acquire intelligence 
abroad clandestinely. Us counterintelligence set up hou in a sting 
operation, offering to sell “secrets” to see if hou would bite (Los 
Angeles Times, december 31, 1987).
[4] david Wise, Tiger Trap: America’s Secret Spy War With China 
(new York: houghton mifflin harcourt Publishing Company, 
2011), 5–19.
[5] This judgment is based on the expansion of the mss from a 
central ministry with few provincial elements to a nation-wide 
ministry with elements in every province and many local-level 
state security departments and bureaus. For a brief history of this 
expansion under minister Jia Chunwang, see “assessing the Foreign 
Policy Influence of the ministry of state security,” China Brief, Vol. 
11, no. 1, January 14, 2011.

Chinese Perceptions of U.s. engagement 
in the south China sea
By nong hong and Wenran Jiang

In november 2002, China and the 10-member association of 
southeast asian nations (asean) adopted a declaration on 

the Conduct of Parties (doC) in the south China sea (sCs), 
laying a political foundation for the discussion of commercial 
cooperation between China and asean countries as well as the 
long-term peace and stability in the region. Though the doC has 
been criticized for a number of weaknesses (e.g. neither a binding 
treaty, nor a formal code of conduct), the signing of this document 
had helped keep the sCs relatively quiet for several years, at least 
prior to 2009. Yet, tensions have been on the rise in the past two 
years. In addition to the competing territorial claims from different 
parties, the United states is now also playing a role that Beijing sees 
as an effort to re-assert Washington into the regional strategic mix. 
The race to control the disputed islands by relevant parties is fuelled 
by the concern of China’s rise, yet Beijing perceives that Washington 
is tightening the rope to contain its traditional claims in the region.

troubled Waters in the south China sea

since 2009, several major developments have stirred controversy in 
the sCs, and highlighted the difficulties of maintaining stability in 
the region. In mid-February 2009, the Philippines Congress passed 
a territorial sea Baseline Bill, laying claim to scarborough shoal 
(sovereignty claimed by China) and a number of islands in the sCs. 
another event was the clash on march 8, 2009 between Chinese 
vessels and the U.s. ocean surveillance ship “Impeccable” along the 
exclusive economic Zone (eeZ) claimed by China [1]. on may 
6, 2009, malaysia and Vietnam lodged a joint submission with the 
United nations Commission on the limits of the continental shelf 
(ClCs). Vietnam also lodged a separate submission in relation 
to the northwestern part of the central sCs. These extended 
continental shelf submissions underscore existing disputes that have 
added an extra dimension to the claims. 

2010 witnessed further escalation of tensions in the sCs, with the 
United states increasing its presence in the region, and with a series 
of U.s.-sino spats over the sCs dispute. In march, as first reported 
by the Japanese and followed by U.s. media outlets, Chinese 
officials told two visiting senior obama administration officials that 
China would not tolerate any interference in the sCs, now part of 
China’s “core interest” of sovereignty. In July, Us secretary of state 
hillary Clinton made a statement at the 10th asean regional 
forum (arF) that the disputes over the highly sensitive sCs were a 
“leading diplomatic priority” and “pivotal to regional security.” This 
backdrop contributed to increasing concerns in Beijing, which saw 
Clinton’s statement as a signal that the United states had changed 
its neutral position on the sCs dispute and is now backing other 
claimant states, particularly Vietnam. 
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The tension in the sCs has continued to escalate this year with 
a series of events. Vietnam in may accused China of cutting the 
exploration cables of an oil survey ship. In a similar incident in June, 
it claimed a Chinese fishing boat had “intentionally rammed” the 
exploration cables of another of its boats. Yet, China insisted that 
its fishing boats were chased away by armed Vietnamese ships in 
the incident. according to China’s Foreign affairs spokesman, the 
fishing net of one of the Chinese boats became tangled with the 
cables of a Vietnamese oil exploring vessel, which was operating in 
the waters claimed by China, and was dragged for more than an hour 
before it was cut free. China accused Vietnam of “gravely violating” 
its sovereignty and warned it to stop “all invasive activities.” In June, 
Vietnam held live-fire exercises in the sCs amid high tensions with 
China over disputed waters. Chinese state-media denounced the 
exercises as a military show of force to defy Beijing. representatives 
of China and Vietnam met in Beijing on June 25, and agreed to 
resolve their maritime territorial disputes “peacefully.” 

standoffs have also taken place this year between Chinese and 
Philippine vessels. In march, two Chinese maritime surveillance 
ships reportedly ordered a Philippine survey ship away from 
an area called reed Bank. The Philippines later sent in military 
aircraft. President of the Philippines Benigno aquino’s office said 
on June 13 that it was renaming the south China sea as the “West 
Philippine sea,” as tensions with Beijing mount over the disputed 
area. starting from may, the Philippine navy has removed foreign 
marker posts that were placed on reefs and banks, part of the much-
disputed spratly group of islands. U.s. secretary of state hillary 
Clinton said the United states would honour its mutual defence 
pact with manila and offer the Philippines affordable weapons. 
While Washington is calling Beijing to lower the temperature, the 
United states and the Philippines are preparing to conduct joint 
military exercises. 

China’s “Core Interest” vs. U.s.’s “national Interest”

The concern of the international community is that the Chinese, 
for the first time, labeled the sCs a “core interest,” on par with its 
interests in taiwan and tibet. Chinese scholars argue that China 
never publicly declared a “south China sea = core interest” policy, it 
came first from Japanese media and was followed by U.s. journalists, 
serving as the subtext for the “U.s.-defends-freedom-of-navigation-
in-the-south-China-sea” story. Zhu Feng, a Chinese political 
scientist, clarified that the Chinese officials did use the term “core 
interest,” but the original text is that “the peaceful resolution of the 
south China sea is the core interest of Chinese government,” which 
was misinterpreted by the media [2].

The Chinese interpretation of secretary Clinton’s statement, that 
“United states has a national interest in resolving the claims,” is that 
the obama administration has changed its position on the sCs 
from being a neutral actor to being actively engaged. Indeed, at a 
sino-U.s. workshop on the sCs in hawaii in 2010, some scholars 
from think tanks like rand, asia-Pacific Center for security 

studies and Center for naval analysis argued that Clinton’s 
remarks may be in response to what many U.s. media report on 
China’s recent statement in march when Beijing defined the sCs as 
one of its “core interests.” 

Perception Gaps on the “Freedom of navigation” and 
Conflict resolution mechanisms

many Chinese military officers and scholars have challenged 
Clinton’s calling “freedom of navigation in the sea” a U.s. “national 
interest.” a high-ranking Chinese military officer argued that 
freedom of navigation was never a problem in that region. liu 
Jiangyong, an asia-Pacific studies specialist at Beijing’s tsinghua 
University, said he did not see any sense in people worrying 
about or interfering in matters that did not concern them. Wang 
hanling, a specialist in maritime law at the Chinese academy of 
social sciences, said that China has never interfered in the normal 
activities of any ship crossing the sCs or any aircraft flying over it, 
especially those for commercial use “What the U.s. calls ‘national 
interest’ is not freedom of navigation but rather its presence in the 
Western Pacific, or military superiority and political influence, to be 
more specific,” Wang elaborated [3]. his comment stands for that of 
the majority of Chinese scholars. 

The U.s. and Chinese contesting views on ‘freedom of navigation’ 
have resulted in several incidents in the eeZs of the asia-Pacific 
region. The disagreements between Us and China, and between 
costal states and user states in general, on the interpretations of the 
1982 UnClos provisions generally relate to the exact presumed 
meaning of the terms in the convention, as well as the meaning of 
specific articles. For example, there are specific differences with 
regard to the meaning of ‘freedom’ of navigation and overflight 
in and above the eeZ, i.e., whether such freedoms can be limited 
by certain regulations—national, regional or international—or 
whether such freedoms are absolute. 
 
China expressed concern over the United states’ increasing 
engagement in the sCs, adding that it opposes the 
internationalization of the maritime issue. China holds that the sCs 
issue is a dispute over sovereignty about territory and maritime rights 
between the relevant countries, and not an issue between China 
and the asean, nor a regional or international issue. some Us 
scholars argue that China’s opposition to the “internationalization” 
of the sCs issue is tantamount to an attempt to de-internationalize 
an international sea [4]. once the south China sea has been de-
internationalized, China will be able to bring its strength to bear 
on the southeast asian countries and impose its own rules, rather 
than internationally accepted ones from international law on these 
waters.

In a workshop on U.s.-China relations on sCs issues in september 
2010, some Chinese scholars tried to clarify the interpretation 
of “bilateral approach,” which China always insists on in solving 
conflict with relevant states [5]. In the context of sCs issues, China 
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clearly prefers to solve islands sovereignty and maritime delimitation 
through direct negotiation with the countries involved. on non-
traditional security issues, such as safety and security of sea lanes, 
anti-piracy, marine environmental protection, China is more open 
to multilateral approaches of cooperation. one best example is the 
doC signed in 2002 and other regional agreements with asean.

When Will China Clarify its Claim?

among all these mentioned debates on “core interest,” “freedom of 
navigation” and “internationalization,” the “U-shape line” remains 
the most controversial and ambiguous issue between China and 
other claimant states. The original line, drawn by Chinese authorities 
in 1947, was composed of 11 dashes. later the PrC left out two 
dashes in the tonkin Gulf [6]. Beijing has not had any official 
declaration about the international and national legal values of the 
discontinuous dotted line. Before the Chinese government defined 
the U-shape line’s legal status, Chinese scholars had different or 
even contradictory explanations about the dotted line’s legal value 
at many international conferences. When China clarifies its claim is 
of great concern for not only other claimant states but for the whole 
international community. Indeed, it has become a nagging problem 
for Chinese foreign policy makers.

turbulent Waves ahead

With the latest escalation, both China and the United states blame 
each other for changing their positions on the sCs by referring to 
the sCs as a “core interest” and a “national interest,” respectively. 
“Freedom of navigation” helps the United states justify its increasing 
engagement in the sCs, while China reiterates that “freedom of 
navigation” was never infringed on in the sCs, and China shares 
the same concern with the United states over the safety and security 
of navigation through this region. 

Though Washington proposes to mediate among the claimant 
states for the resolution of the sCs dispute, Beijing opposes the 
internalization of the sCs dispute, and insists on a bilateral approach 
to sovereignty and maritime delimitation. China remains open to a 
multilateral approach in some areas such as non-traditional security, 
however. The approach of asean as a collective unit to negotiate 
with China does not apparently enjoy  consensus within the 
asean itself, given that, apart from the four member states with 
overlapping claims with China, other asean members may not 
want to risk ruining their relations with China. above all, the most 
important and urgent agenda in this increasingly messy picture is 
when and how China will clarify its claim over the sCs.

Nong Hong, Ph.D., is a Postdoctoral Fellow with the China Institute 
at the University of Alberta, and a Deputy Director of the Research 
Center for Oceans Law and Policy at the National Institute for South 
China Sea Studies. Wenran Jiang, Ph.D., is Associate Professor of 
Political Science at the University of Alberta and a Senior Fellow of 
Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada. 
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Balancer-in-Chief: China assumes 
sCo Chair 
By richard Weitz

at the June 15 leadership summit of the shanghai Cooperation 
organization (sCo), the rotating chairmanship of the 

institution was transferred to the People’s republic of China 
(PrC). China has been the driving force behind the sCo’s creation 
and modest success. PrC officials have pushed the organization 
to concentrate on countering regional terrorist threats since its 
creation in mid-2001. since then, the Chinese have found the sCo 
a convenient instrument with which to expand their political and 
commercial influence in Central asia without alarming russia, the 
previously dominant power in the region. although moscow and 
Beijing have differed on which possible new members to admit into 
the sCo, as well as how much the organization should develop a 
potential military function, these divergences have been outweighed 
by their shared interests in promoting regional stability and limiting 
Western influence in eurasia. Beijing now has an opportunity to 
use its one-year chairmanship to impart renewed momentum to the 
sCo as it enters its second decade.

an Institution Born with Chinese Characteristics

Beijing has been partial to the sCo since its creation. For Chinese 
leaders, the country has a real sense of stakeholdership in the sCo. 
Unlike with the G8, the ImF and other longstanding international 
organizations, which the PrC had little role in creating and had to 
join on a take-it-or-leave-it basis, Chinese officials have been able 
to shape the design and evolution of the sCo more than any other 
country. With the sCo, Beijing has been a “rule-shaper” rather 
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than merely a “rule-taker”—allowing the Chinese to construct the 
sCo as an institution that reflects their preferred values. 

Indeed, Chinese officials rhapsodically describe the “shanghai 
spirit” (Shanghai jingshen) that guides the organization’s 
work. according to Foreign minister Yang Jiechi, these tenets 
include “mutual trust, mutual benefit, equality, consultation, 
respect for diversified civilizations and pursuit of common 
development” (Xinhua news agency, June 11). other stated 
principles underpinning the sCo include “the democratization of 
international relations … a multipolar world and multilateralism, 
peaceful resolution of disputes of all countries and regions through 
dialogue and [opposition to] the use of force or threat of using force 
and terrorism” (Xinhua news agency, June 11). 

The declaration issued at the June 15 sCo summit in astana—
like previous sCo summit communiqués—called for a multipolar 
world order (i.e., not dominated by the United states) in which 
the United nations (rather than nato) made all important 
international security decisions. In stark contrast to the West’s 
insistence that all nato and eU members uphold liberal 
democratic values, the astana declaration--like previous collective 
sCo statements—called on all governments to respect the 
sovereignty and independence of countries as well as the diversity of 
their domestic political and social systems [1]. 

China-russia differences

a major constraint acting on the sCo’s growth is its consensus-
driven decision-making procedures, which has led Beijing 
and moscow to block one another’s proposals to extend the 
organization’s size or activities. For example, russian government 
resistance has delayed Chinese proposals to establish an sCo-
wide free trade zone until 2020, since the removal of trade barriers 
would likely result in less expensive Chinese products displacing 
russian exports. PrC businesses have also begun to challenge 
russia’s longstanding control over Central asian energy resources, 
making gains in Kazakhstan and turkmenistan through the recent 
construction of oil and gas pipelines.

Perhaps the most interesting issue is whether, under Beijing’s 
chairmanship, the sCo will finally expand its membership. For 
the sixth year in a row, the organization has not admitted new 
full members or formal observers. The current roster of full sCo 
members includes only those six states that joined the organization 
at its founding in 2001: China, russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 
tajikistan, and Uzbekistan. The four observer states (i.e., India, 
Iran, mongolia, and Pakistan) have remained constant since 
2004. Instead, the organization has resorted to proliferating new 
categories of external association, producing a confusing mixture of 
members, observers, “guests,” and “dialogue partners.”

russian leaders have appeared most eager among the original 
members to expand the sCo’s geographic scope. For example, 

moscow supported India’s recent decision to apply to elevate its 
observer status to that of a full member. Yet, the PrC blocked 
this move earlier this year, probably for the same reasons Chinese 
officials have resisted allowing India to become a permanent 
member of the United nations security Council. The Chinese have 
backed Pakistan’s longer-standing application for full membership, 
but russian officials have conditioned Pakistan’s elevation to India’s 
receiving the same promotion. It appears that whatever friendly 
feelings Chinese leaders feel toward Pakistan are outweighed by 
their hostility toward India [2].

The PrC appears to have also blocked afghanistan’s application, 
which was supported by the russian government, to become a 
formal sCo observer country (China daily, June 2). although 
afghan President hamid Karzai regularly attends the annual sCo 
summits as a guest of the rotating chair, he has been eager to increase 
sCo engagement in afghanistan to balance the dominant role of 
nato, whose members have been critical of Karzai’s leadership. 
The russian government has expanded its own ties with Karzai now 
that nato has announced its intention to reduce its presence in 
the country. Yet, PrC leaders have been more reluctant to become 
identified with his government’s fight against the taliban [3]. 
Chinese businesses have deepened their investments in afghanistan, 
but, unlike russia’s strongly anti-Islamic leaders, China’s flexible 
diplomacy in sudan and libya suggests that PrC political leaders 
might try to work out a deal with the taliban should it return to 
power. 

Institutional reassurance

on balance, however, the sCo generally benefits from these russia-
China tensions because the institution reassures the other members 
about their interests and activities in Central asia. The organization 
provides an institutional arena in which Beijing and moscow can 
manage their differences within a structured framework. even 
more often, it helps them cooperate to pursue common interests 
in promoting regional stability, suppressing Islamic extremism, 
constraining Western influences and reassuring local allies. 

a recent area of cooperation has been how Beijing and moscow 
have sought to use Iran’s interest in becoming a full sCo member to 
induce tehran to be more cooperative about its nuclear activities. at 
astana, both Presidents hu and medvedev pressed Iranian President 
mahmoud ahmadinejad to resume talks with the international 
community about constraining his country’s controversial nuclear 
program, which many governments suspect has covert military 
objectives (Voa news, June 15). Beijing and moscow previously 
colluded to impose a rule that no country can become a full sCo 
member if it is subject to Un sanctions. China and russia have 
joined the other Un security Council members in imposing four 
rounds of sanctions on Iran for its refusal to obey earlier UnsC 
resolutions calling on Iran to cease enriching uranium or engaging 
in other sensitive nuclear activities until it satisfies international 
suspicions that some of its nuclear projects have included weapons-
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related research. 

While pursuing these objectives, PrC policy makers have been 
careful not to antagonize russia’s leadership, particularly by 
giving the impression that China is eager to displace moscow’s 
predominance in Central asia, a region strategically vital to russia. 
By characterizing its activities as sCo rather than PrC projects, 
Beijing manages to reduce fears of PrC domination. For example, by 
giving loans through the sCo rather than directly, China dampens 
russian concerns about the PrC’s growing economic activities 
there. In any case, russia and China both benefit from having the 
sCo as a form of reassurance to Beijing as well. moscow’s support 
for the sCo demonstrates to Chinese policy makers that moscow 
recognizes Beijing’s legitimate security role in Central asia despite 
russian efforts to expand the Csto’s military activities in eurasia.

The Central asian governments also like how the sCo includes 
both China and russia and is therefore not dominated by a single 
great power—a condition that gives them more room to maneuver. 
despite the possible emergence of a sino-russian condominium, 
China’s balancing presence presumably reduces fears of external 
subordination and gives them more room to maneuver. Conversely, 
another reason for the sCo’s popularity among Central asian 
governments is that the organization allows them to multilaterally 
manage Beijing’s growing presence in their region, backstopped 
by russia, rather than deal with the China colossus directly on a 
bilateral basis. most Central asian leaders considered the PrC less 
an alternative great power patron to russia than a supplementary 
partner that could assist them in moderating moscow’s 
predominance in the region as well as furthering their economic 
development. 

Beijing’s sCo Challenges

The PrC’s chairmanship is unlikely to do anything to weaken 
this reassurance function. In his main speech at the astana 
summit, President hu Jintao advocated four priorities for the 
sCo’s development (Xinhua news agency, June 15). The first 
was to expand general consultation, cooperation, and trust among 
members on the basis of consensus, which reserves the veto power 
of China and other sCo governments over the organization’s major 
decisions. This principle is widely supported among sCo leaders. 

hu’s second priority is to improve sCo security cooperation and 
capabilities against the “three evil forces” of terrorism, separatism 
and religious extremism, as well as narcotics trafficking and other 
transnational crime. Yet security cooperation is already the sCo’s 
strong suit and it is questionable whether Beijing would achieve 
any major improvements over current arrangements. human rights 
groups already complain that sCo governments have eagerly 
adopted Beijing’s excessively broad definition of terrorism, treating 
peaceful advocates of political change, religious freedom, or regional 
autonomy as potential terrorists under the PrC-exported “three 
evil forces” concept [4]. The sCo regional antiterrorism structure 

(rats) in tashkent is already the organization’s most important 
standing body (contrasted with the episodic summit meetings and 
military exercises as well as the only other permanent institution, 
the sCo secretariat, which has primarily administrative functions) 
[5]. The rats’ activities, such as the exchange of counterterrorist 
intelligence and personnel among sCo members, have reportedly 
contributed to disrupting hundreds of terrorist plots (Global 
times, June 16). Where China might have some impact is shaping 
the sCo’s newly adopted 2011-2016 anti-drug action Program, 
though counternarcotics has traditionally been of most concern to 
russia. 

President hu described the sCo’s third priority as expanding trade, 
investment, and other economic cooperation by, among other 
means, promoting regional integration and developing the region’s 
energy, transportation, and telecommunications infrastructure. 
China’s economic ties with other sCo members have expanded 
enormously in the past decade, but this growth would likely have 
occurred even if the sCo had not existed. China’s trade with sCo 
members has risen from $12 billion in 2001 to $90 billion in 2011. 
The PrC is the largest trading partner of Kazakhstan and russia, 
and the second largest of Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and tajikistan 
(Xinhua news agency, June 14).

hu’s fourth priority—enhancing cultural, educational, and other 
“people-to-people exchanges”—would definitely overcome a 
long-standing sCo weakness. From its origins, the sCo has been 
primarily a top-down driven project with little popular support 
(or opposition). strengthening such ties would also help China 
compensate for its major weaknesses in the sCo space: its limited 
soft power assets. russian language and culture dominate the other 
sCo countries, which all had been part of the soviet Union. 
Promoting Chinese culture has also become a major general goal of 
the PrC’s foreign policy in recent years.

Beijing’s greatest challenge will be to consider how the sCo’s role 
may need to change as nato withdraws from afghanistan. The 
astana summit called for a “neutral” afghanistan and stressed the 
necessity of promoting the country’s economic development, but 
the summit did not announce new initiatives to promote those 
goals. despite their unease at having Western troops in Central 
asia, Chinese analysts note that the impending nato military 
withdrawal increases the terrorist threat to Central asian countries 
that are already challenged by the potential spread of the chaos in 
the arab world to their own societies (People’s daily online, June 
17). some PrC analysts believe these developments could also affect 
their own country’s security and stability, China’s regional energy 
and economic interests, and “enhance the likelihood of terrorist acts 
in southwestern China” (Xinhua news agency, June 7). Chinese 
policymakers will need to consider the risks of constraining the 
sCo’s support for the afghan government against the taliban 
when it is not evident that the other regional players—including 
Pakistan, Iran, and even russia—have the will and capacity to 
fill the security vacuum that could ensure stability following the 
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Western troop withdrawal.

Richard Weitz, Ph.D., is a Senior Fellow and Director of the Center 
for Political-Military Analysis at the Hudson Institute in Washington, 
DC.
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